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Abstract
Geological and operational uncertainties usually impair the
ability of operators to achieve technical and economic
goals of a drilling project. Use of real-time data integrated
to the earth model has recently reduced the above
uncertainties, thus improving project performance.
However, the above solution has only addressed part of
the overall problem of optimizing the well’s economics, it
cannot easily cope with the rapidly increasing amounts of
data collected while drilling, and it has not been fully
integrated with the control of operations yet. Therefore,
we propose a multilayer and multiscale integrated
strategy for decision making while drilling and in well
intervention.
The proposed strategy aims to
simultaneously optimize in real time the following four
objectives (a) operational drilling performance, (b) initial
well completion design, (c) well productivity and (d) value
creation. By seeking to optimize an overall integrated
objective rather than individual ones, the proposed
strategy creates the possibility of achieving a solution that
is superior to the aggregate of individually optimized
solutions. In this paper we outline the strategy mentioned
above and discuss recent applications that support our
proposition.

the rig site has been the mainstay of the past; the results
have not always been optimum.
Recently, many conventional sensors have been put in
place at the rig site in both the surface and downhole to
measure some of the important operational parameters
such as bit rotation, mud weight, stress, weight on bit, and
reservoir properties such as pressure, grain, porosity and
permeability distribution. Real-time data provided by such
sensors have been integrated to the earth model, resulting
in reduction of uncertainty to some extent. Also, real-time
data have been used to control individual rig operations
such as rotary steerable directional drilling, hydraulic
fracturing, blow-out prevention, and well completion.
Similarly, recently developed technologies allow integrated
reservoir study teams to access and assess vast amounts
of information, including drilling performance, and be able
to decide “at the last minute” about well architecture,
completion and value creation.
However,
x

Each of the above solutions addresses an individual
piece of the overall problem.

x

Current methods for data interpretation and decision
making cannot easily cope with the rapidly increasing
amounts of real-time data collected while drilling.
Such a poorly defined decision-making process
usually consumes daily rig-time and, indeed, may not
be quite accurate or encompassing.

x

Real-time geological characterization and control of
operations have not been integrated to produce a
global solution.

Introduction
Well construction and maintenance expenditures
represent at least 50% of any field exploitation capital and
operating expenses. In addition, planned expenditures
and execution times often deviate from actual ones
because of
x

poor characterization of reservoir rock and fluids, and

x

poor anticipation and management of abnormal
operational situations.

Because of such uncertainties on reservoir geology
and operations, which are inherent in all petroleum
formations, real-time decision-making (while drilling and/or
in workover) has traditionally played a crucial role in the
construction and maintenance of any well. Improvising at

The above realizations indicate that there are many
opportunities for improving the decision making process.
Therefore, we propose a multilayer and multiscale
integrated strategy for decision making while drilling and in
well intervention. This strategy aims to simultaneously
optimize in real time the following four objectives
(a) operational drilling performance,
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(b) initial well completion design,
(c) well productivity, and
(d) value creation.
The proposed approach will rely heavily on utilization
of vast amounts of field data that are now rapidly
becoming available from novel sensors and data
acquisition systems. It will capitalize on earlier successful
experiences in the petroleum industry. It will also benefit
from the application of similar concepts to related
industries such as oil refining and petrochemicals, where
multilayer-multiscale integrated decision making strategies
have been very successful in the last two decades.
The novelty of the proposed approach is that by
seeking to optimize an overall integrated objective rather
than individual ones, it creates the possibility of achieving
a solution that is superior to the aggregate of individually
optimized solutions.
The rest of the paper is divided into five sections:
In Section 1, we discuss several issues regarding
decision-making in the upstream, project performance and
front-end engineering.
In Section 2, we review the drilling and completion
process and the concepts of process-wide control and
continuous optimization.
In Section 3, we introduce and review different uses of
real-time acquired data for drilling and completion
processes, and the physics and benefits of the integration.
In Section 4, we present an overview and we discuss a
real-time drilling modeling strategy to simulate the drilling
environment and reservoir conditions to dynamically redesign the well architecture.
Finally, in Section 5 we present several field history
cases and their relevance to our work.

1. Decision Making in the Upstream Industry
Figure 1 shows the sequence of operations and decisionmaking processes that some of the best upstream
petroleum practices entail today. The diamonds on the
illustration denote junctures that are considered as crucial
go/no-go decisions. For these points there is a need for
key information and knowledge to support the decision.
Today, while most of these activities or fragments of
these activities are found throughout the petroleum
industry, they are often disjointed, done sequentially and
without regard to their inter-connectivity. Current practices
are thus almost always inefficient, with some project
design cycle times extending to a decade or more with
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substantial associated costs. This is the result of the
disintegration of many independent micro-processes.
The important result is that the activation index, i.e.,
the required cost to activate a unit of production, is
extremely high. This is particularly true in deep offshore
and remote locations with large logistical and operational
costs.
A fully integrated design addressing planning,
construction, and operation must encompass economics,
appraisal, reservoir management, surface, underground
facilities, well construction, and drilling. The obvious goal
is to reduce cycle time and number of iterations while
minimizing uncertainty and mitigating risk.
1.1 Project performance and front-end engineering
Well drilling and completion projects require large capital
investments. Practically everywhere well cost may range
from $1 to $20 million. In a field development plan, well
construction and maintenance expenditures correspond to
at least 50% of capital and operating expenses. Drilling is
the largest single expense during the life of a producing
field.
Additionally, planned target costs and target execution
times deviate from actual ones. As shown in Figure 2, only
one in five wells that are drilled can meet their volumetric
targets, because of geological, stratigraphic and fluid
uncertainties and operational troubles, shown in Figure 3
(Saputelli, 1999). It has been amply demonstrated that the
only way to mitigate risk during drilling and completions is
through the proper establishment of an intensive project
front-end planning strategy.
Optimal design of a well drilling plan can be one of the
most intense engineering design challenges. Traditionally
design involved the extensive revision of offset well data
and applicable lessons learned from previous drilling and
completion jobs. In many cases, such information does
not guarantee the best learning rate or uncertainty
reduction. Instead continuous systematic application of the
same techniques would lead to the same errors.
Today’s and future drilling techniques promise to add
value through the integration of real-time data acquisition
(geological and operational) with the 3D earth model. Best
practices include the use of a clean sheet of paper when
starting the planning of a new well, but remembering the
good and bad practices.
Formation pressure and lithology distribution
uncertainties may be responsible for most of drilling
difficulties and misapplications: pipe over-sizing, mud
waste, formation damage and major drilling dynamic
dysfunctions. On the other hand, the dynamic behavior of
the drill bit is a critical factor for drilling efficiency. It affects
the rate of penetration, hole conditions and the frequency
of bit trips. Furthering the understanding of this behavior
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will result is significant improvements in all of these areas.
Under the restricted and competitive economy
environment that has been experienced for years, it is not
sufficient to meet operational expectations. World-class
wells should simultaneously meet cost, productivity,
environment and time constraints. They will have to
compete among each other, even internally of a company.
They compete for capital; they are ranked according to
their economic value and their estimated risk of failure.

the increasing use of downhole sensors and modeling
techniques, process control has also been supported by a
number of numerical and data driven model techniques.
These have expanded the capabilities of process control
up to the adaptive learning level.
2.1 Drilling process
2.1.1 Drilling process components
A drilling process consists by all following steps:

1.2 Integration paradigms from other industries
Integration of design and/or operation activities has been
attempted to varying degrees in a number of industries
and they may be fruitfully exploited for the benefit of the
petroleum industry.
A well-known example from the aerospace industry is
the completely paperless (computer-based) design of the
Boeing 777 commercial jetliner (Norris, 1995). While it
can be argued that there are significant differences
between designing a single jetliner that will be produced in
large numbers and designing a one-of-a-kind offshore
platform, the concept of paperless design could certainly
lend itself to the efficient design, reconfiguration, or retrofit
of hydrocarbon production (particularly offshore)
structures (Saputelli et al., 2000). Given the extremely
high cost of an offshore platform, one can envision
significant savings coming from streamlining the design
process.
Another important example is the integration of
operations in the refining industry. Starting with feedback
control of individual variables such as levels, flows,
temperatures, and pressures in its early days, the oil
refining industry has advanced to the point of real-time
computer-aided optimization and control of process units,
plants, and, recently, entire supply chains (Aspen
Technology, 2002). Important for the realization of this
integration has been the decomposition of continuous
optimization and control tasks at different levels of detail.

2. Drilling, Completion and Process Control
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I. Functional reservoir requirements, well description
and economic constraints
II. Well and drilling program design
III. Rig selection,
procurement

service

contracting

and

material

IV. Drilling operations execution, monitoring and control
V. Well completion and performance evaluation
We are interested in understanding the decision
making process during rotary drilling operation, which has
been the choice in the last five decades. A typical drilling
scheduled process may include the following operations:
(a) Rig move to location
(b) Install conductor casing and set blow-out prevention
equipment.
(c) Drill holes, run casings and cement them.
(d) Install completion (tubing, packers, cables
downhole equipment)

and

(e) Bring well to online production
2.1.1 Important elements of the rotary drilling process
The rotary drilling process (Figure 4) comprises a
suspension or hoisting system, a driving motor or rotary
system, a pumping system and several other machineries.
The overall system development history has been of
continuous improvement and quantum leaps in the last 50
years.

Drilling is the process through which companies access
their oil and gas reserves. Drilling has been also related to
“well construction”, since it involves all the necessary
steps (engineering, procurement, construction and
operation) as in any capital project. On the other hand,
workover refers to well maintenance, and includes all the
necessary activities for this purpose.

2.1.1.1 Hoist System.
-

A controlled upward tension H, the hook load, is
applied on the drill string at the surface, so that, the
average force acting on the bit, Wo, is given as the
buoyant weight of the pipes minus the average hook
load Ho and the potential forces along the borehole
wall (Richard, 2001).

Automatic process control is the engineering discipline
in which a computer-based algorithm makes decisions
upon input process variables to achieve a desired product
or maintain a signal value. This concept has been in use
for many years in the drilling and completion industry. With

-

To control the upward tension, H, the suspension
system of the rig uses a breaking system comprising a
drum for saving the wire rope, a crown and a mast.

2.1.1.2 Rotary System
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-

A motor (electrical or hydraulic) on the rig floor rotates
the drill string at angular velocity, :o.G

A typical well intervention process may include rig or
rigless operations listed as follows:

-

A downhole mud-driven motor is used to increase
velocity at the bit.

(a) Control of the well

-

The total instantaneous angular velocity of the bit, :,
is affected by all the potential forces along the
borehole wall and the cutting front.

2.1.1.3 Pump System
-

A pump system is in charge of boosting and
controlling the pressure of a drilling fluid.

-

Mud is circulated though the pipes and is distributed
by the bit nozzles against the cutting front. It travels
upward via the annular space between the pipe and
the formation walls.

-

-

The density of the mud plays an important role in the
overall efficiency. Mud functions are to provide
support of the borehole, transport the cuttings to
surface, cooling and cleaning the bit.
The equivalent circulating density is the net dynamic
condition of the mud density, affected by the fluid
velocity (flow and area) in the wellbore (drill pipe and
annulus) and pressure restrictions at the surface.

2.2 Well intervention processes
Well intervention or workover refers to well maintenance
or overhaul, and includes all the necessary activities.
2.2.1 Why Well Intervention?
Well intervention is required when mechanical or energy
conditions have impaired the well’s ability to flow under
optimal and economical flow rates.
Most popular well intervention objectives may include one
or more of the following:
(a) Reservoir stimulation (acidizing, fracturing)

(c) Well re-completion (tubing, gas lift, or downhole pump
redesign)
(d) Well cleaning (sand, solids, asphaltenes, parafines,
waxes, etc)
squeeze,

(c) Perform workover job (squeeze, acidize, fracture,
perforate)
(d) Install old/new completion (tubing, packers, cables
and downhole equipment)
(e) Bring well to online production
2.2.2 Intervention-less wells
One of the greatest worries of any oil/gas producing asset
unit is how long would the well be in production without
the necessity of intervention. Reservoir studies do not
predict a detailed well intervention plan and hence it
becomes an unexpected-event management exercise.
Maintenance-free wells are usually “super-wells”,
though expensive, because they need to account for the
many unknown uncertainties regarding reservoir energy,
mechanical constraints and reservoir selectiveness. These
super wells are ready to support the unexpected fracturing
or acidizing jobs, changes in artificial lift system, and
chemical treatments for scale removal.
There have been an increasing number of “fit-forpurpose” technologies that drastically reduce the costs of
well maintenance that formerly would have required a rig,
wireline or coiled-tubing intervention. This is the case of
smart wells and well robots.
. Engineers measure the real performance against a
model and make adjustments to optimize production, take
corrective action and set inflow and outflows in the field.
Downhole tools should adjust formation flows in the
wellbore.
2.2.3 Rigless intervention through smart wells

(b) Reservoir solid control (gravel pack, slotted screen,
fracturing)

(e) Offending zone shut-off (cement
perforation, sleeve operation etc)

(b) Remove existing well completion (tubing, packers,
cables and downhole equipment)

re-

(f) Casing, downhole equipment or tubing repairs.
(g) Main wellbore side tracking to create additional
reservoir access.
(h) Production logging, behind casing measurements, etc.

Smart wells use monitoring devices to measure conditions
from the reservoir to the surface in real-time. These allow
the comparison of the real performance against the model
and make adjustments to optimize production, take
corrective action and set inflow and outflows in the field.
To be considered real-time, the response should be with
equal speed by actuating surface-controlled, subsurface
instruments through a combination of electronically and
hydraulically controlled instruments to affect changes that
created the previous measurement. Operators can usually
affect the position of an internal control valve. Smart wells
with multiple-level intelligent completions can drain
multiple oil reservoirs in an optimal manner by measuring
flow rates and pressure during production, and
reconfiguring the completion specifications on the fly to
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maximize recovery.

2.2.4 Rigless intervention through robotics

These measurement and control functions are
particularly useful for reservoirs with compartmentalized
production. The biggest business driver for intelligence is
higher petroleum recoveries with lower costs. Smart fields
allow drilling fewer wells and also reducing surface
facilities and costs.

Another key to the reduction in well interventions is
robotics. Robotized machines are being considered for
unmanned operations. In the North Sea, engineers
stripped a platform to its minimum necessary equipment.
For instance, a platform doesn’t need a helicopter platform
if only one visit every 6 months is required.

In most components of smart well systems, the
essential technology and philosophy behind the internal
control valve has existed for decades and is commonly
known as a sliding sleeve. It comprises a pre-perforated
section of tubing set across a producing zone and an inner
sleeve with upper and lower seals that is mechanically
moved to fully or partially block production. The valve can
also be left partially opened, in effect acting as a downhole
choke to regulate the flow volume from a specific zone.

There have been major advancements and successful
field trials on robots that crawl into the well, perform a
maintenance task and crawl back out again until they are
called to perform their task again, either by time or by a
cue from the sensors.

The ultimate goal of smart wells is to produce a
maximum percentage of the reservoir’s original oil or gas
in place while at the same time minimizing well
interventions, the largest single expense to occur during
the life of most producing wells.

Because of the complexity and ambiguity of such
operations, real-time decision-making (while drilling and/or
workover) plays one of the most important roles in the
construction and maintenance of any producing well.

There exist some challenges:
- If the movable part of a sliding sleeve or choke fails near
the end of the well’s life, often the time for which it was
designed to capture the last incremental bit of
production from a reservoir, the expensive completion
strategy will go essentially for naught.
- If a critical piece of monitoring electronics fail at any time
during the well’s life it could force an intervention to
repair or replace it, an expense that would almost
certainly negate any economic advantage for which it
was originally intended.
- Intelligent completions require numerous electronic
signals going in both directions between surface and
down hole simultaneously. Now, the majority of the
well’s cost goes into building the signal and power
umbilical. Fiber optics may be a near-future solution, a
technology some in the oil industry have long resisted
as being too delicate to survive long at the bottom of an
oil well or even the brutal process of running pipe in the
hole.
The ultimate smart well, one that will very nearly run
itself, will not be far behind. Such a system will constantly
monitor flow rates, fluid makeup, temperature, pressure
and other well characteristics at all critical nodes along the
flow path between reservoir and surface facility and
instantly relay that data to computers located anywhere in
the world. The computer's software will then compare the
data to an earlier programmed performance model for that
well designed to reflects the operator's optimum
performance specifications.

2.3 Process Control and Automation
Feedback control and automation have also generated
interest in petroleum industry during the last two decades.

As shown in Figure 5, the drilling operation can be
modeled as a process plant considering all the input
variables as the modifiable process parameters (surface
orientation, hook load, rotary speed, flow, torque and
pressure limits). The system response can involve direct
measurements (Hook load, pressure, torque, rotations per
minute) or indirect calculations from the measurements
(well flowing pressure, reactive torque, rate of penetration,
weight on bit, etc). A controller takes decision upon
measured and calculated response, creating the proper
change in the input variables. A robust controller must
also take into account measured (mud weight, tripping)
and unmeasured disturbances (wellbore geomechanics,
brake temperature) to properly respond under extreme
plant conditions.
2.4 Continuous Field Optimization
Continuous field-wide optimization involves continuous
data acquisition and decision. At any time, after optimal
decisions have been made, actions are taken and the
operation proceeds. At a certain future time, optimal
decisions will have to be made again, after new data have
been collected and processed. This mode of decision
making, known as moving horizon or receding horizon
optimization, has been successfully used in the process
industries, at various levels of the field operation hierarchy
(FOH). It is known as model predictive control (Nikolaou,
2001, and references therein) at the supervisory or
regulatory control levels. The moving horizon concept is
also called rolling horizon in scheduling literature,
(Bequette, 2003).
An ideal cycle of continuous optimization of a
hydrocarbon producing system can be visualized in Figure
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6. It starts at the field level (1). Data are collected from
field sensors (2), and properly gathered and used in realtime or stored in corporate databases (3) to be processed
further. An integrated multidisciplinary team analyzes and
integrates data to generate a numerical image of the
reservoir, wells and surface components (4). Such an
image will permit the conception (prediction) of many
producing scenarios (5). Business constraints (6) and
production scenarios are properly balanced to produce an
optimum solution (7). This would facilitate a decision
making process (8) which will depend on many other
factors, especially implementation (9) limitations and
operational imperatives.
While each of the steps represented in Figure 6 is
individually practiced today, there is little coordination of
these steps. For example, phases may be disconnected or
by-passed. Orchestrating these steps can greatly
contribute towards the practical realization of continuous
field-wide optimization.
2.4.1 Multi-level, multi-scale approach to continuous
optimization and control
The most compelling impetus behind computer integration
of field operations is the opportunity to closely coordinate
(integrate) a range of individual activities, both human and
computer based, in order to achieve overall corporate
objectives. The ultimate target of computer integration is
to relate dispersed individual activities to an overall
corporate optimization problem that could, in turn, be used
in optimal decision making over time.
So far, the development of a manageable all-inclusive
optimization problem has been practically beyond reach,
due to the enormous complexity of the problem. That
complexity is manifest in both the algorithms as well as
human-computer communication aspects of the problem.
As a remedy, hierarchical decomposition of the problem
and optimal decision-making at each level can be
employed. For field operations, this decomposition can be
realized according to the hierarchical structure of Figure 7,
in which information at each level is exchanged with
information at adjacent levels and possibly beyond.
Information gathered at each level is sent to the level
above it, and decisions made at each level are passed to
the level below it in a feedback fashion.
A distinguishing feature of each level in Figure 7a is
the time-scale associated with it (i.e., how frequently
decisions are made), ranging from split-seconds for the
Regulatory Control level, to years in Capacity Planning &
Design. Drilling operation, Figure 7b, is one-of-a-kind
process that can be mapped in the industrial standard field
operations hierarchy. Examples of tasks accomplished at
each level of Figure 7 include:
Regulatory Control: Regulatory controllers are usually
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autonomous and self-contained
hardware
units.
Examples: Flow, pressure and temperature control in
pumps, wellheads and separators; Fuel injection to
produce steam in a boiler; gas lift or pump power in
producing wells. Set-points to these regulatory control
loops are dictated by the overlying levels.
Supervisory Control: This is a well-known technology in
many industries; it orchestrates all the lower level
controllers, passes new set points and optimizes
multivariable problems on a real-time fashion. Examples:
SCADA systems for coordinating rig floor operations, flow
stations and pipelines; Gas distribution/optimization on a
pipeline network or a single wellhead; Monitoring
wellheads, pipelines and flow stations.
Standard optimization techniques employing integrated
models generated off-line are used at this level to
determine the optimum operation strategies.
Scheduling: This involves the optimum allocation of
resources in time to meet short-term operational
demands, usually in the range of one day to one month.
Examples include: scheduling injection/production rates
and resources; opening and closing wells or partial
completions; adjusting well operating parameters based
on analytical models; movement and transportation of
operational equipment. Optimization techniques, involving
both continuous and discrete variables are used to search
for an optimal scheduling scheme that maximizes value.
Operational Planning: This delineates the total range of
activities that would take place within a certain period, in
the order of one month up to one year, to meet certain
business cycle plan. The plan may be adjusted to meet
demands. Examples include: planning ahead of
injection/production rates and resources; planning drilling
and workover activity to overcome declination or growth
needs.
Capacity Planning and Design: This ensures that
resources are timely available so that operational planning
targets consistent with a long-term business plan are met.
It may involve analysis and planning of asset life cycle and
installed base maintenance or growth. It also involves
supply chain management and market and customer
demands prediction.
The implicit assumption in the above decomposition is
that the aggregate of the individually optimal decisions at
each level will be close to the overall optimal decision at
each point in time. While that assumption is not perfect, it
renders an unmanageable problem feasible.

3. Real time processes in drilling and well intervention
For many years, drilling and completion operations have
been supported with extensive data collection processes.
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In the last decade, with the inclusion of downhole sensors
and telecommunication capabilities, there is a broad
spectrum of real time data collection processes that occur
during drilling and completion operations. These
processes are summarized in Table 1.
3.1 Rig floor operations automation and control
Rig floor activities are complex and risky tasks that require
safety and autonomous control. Figure 8 shows a
suggested rig floor process interaction close-loops among
the hoist, pump, and rotary control systems interconnected in feedback mode with the earth model.
There have been numerous attempts to integrate earth
modeling in fully close-loop with the drilling system, as
shown in the field cases by Maliverno et al., 2002, Branch
et al., 2001, Zin Che Lah et al., 2000. In all of those cases,
decisions were made to correct the path of the well based
on the collected feedback information while drilling.
Drilling and workover operations are affected by a
number of surface and downhole conditions, Boyadjieff
(2003) Noble (2003), Mansure et al., 1999. During the last
two or three decades many conventional sensors (Table
2) have been put in place at the rig floor site (bit rotation,
mud weight, stress, weight on bit) and in the and bottom
hole assembly (bottom hole pressure and temperature) in
order to estimate some of the important reservoir
parameters and reservoir properties (pressure, grain,
porosity and permeability distribution), yet critical state
variables identification remains uncertain (formation
pressure and multiphase flows).
3.2 Measurement and logging while drilling
MWD is a key technology for monitoring and transmitting a
number of downhole conditions such as downhole
pressure, temperature and well directional data.
LWD (Logging While Drilling) allows the logging and
formation evaluation often within minutes of being drilled,
which ensure little, or no wellbore alteration or formation
invasion. LWD data are transmitted to the surface by mud
pulse telemetry and stored in memory for later retrieval on
the surface. The real-time LWD data enable real-time
decision making on the rig or office.
Formation pressure and lithology distribution
uncertainties help to avoid formation damage and prevent
major drilling dynamic dysfunctions.
3.2.1 Deepwater formation evaluation
Although water depth itself is not a problem for formation
evaluation, the dramatic change in geological environment
and the physical attributes of that environment are
demanding. Unconsolidated sands, thinly laminated
sands, and heavy oil in deepwater plays can create
significant evaluation challenges. Other considerations are
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correlation with 3D seismic data to better determine
reservoir size, time depth modeling to improve the drilling
process and event recognition, and the critical evaluation
of type and quality of hydrocarbons in place.
The determination of reservoir quality, hydrocarbon
volumes and producibility in potentially macro-scale
reservoirs are important parameters for a successful
drilling program. Information value and operational
efficiency are paramount because rig costs can exceed
$300,000 per day.
3.3 Earth model integrated to measurement while
drilling and completion
Reservoir management teams are faced with an
increasing number of data sources and an increasing
amount of data from those sources. These data sources
are also becoming more sophisticated, so that it is
becoming increasingly difficult to interpret the available
data. The data sources include improved sensors, higher
fidelity reservoir simulators, and wide varieties of company
data and international market data.
Recently developed technologies allow integrated
reservoir study teams to assess vast amounts of
information, including drilling performance, to decide “at
the last minute” about well architecture, completion and
value creation. This poorly defined decision-making
process usually consumes daily rig-time and might not be
quite accurate and extensive.
Sensor data, whether from existing sensors or novel
sensors of the future, are needed by many of the physical
processes of the oil and gas industry. Each of these
processes may differ in the detail and timing of the
information they require. The development of multiple
interfaces to the information system to access all
appropriate detail and timing of sensor data required by
the users. These users require focused subsets of data
specific
to
their
applications.
The
operational
concentrators will be used to provide detailed sensor data
for existing point data sources. Novel sensors, such as
the fiber optic distributed temperature sensor, may require
the development of direct interfaces over the SCADA
system.
On the other hand, the oil industry is adopting
visualization as an important tool for interpreting large
data sets and the results of large-scale simulations. Many
companies in the industry are installing large display
systems.
Most of these systems are focused on
interpretation and are part of a reservoir control system.
3.4 Drilling performance
For many year operators and drilling contractors have
concentrated efforts to eliminate non-productive time. In
most cases, “non-productive-time” has been defined as
“no-making-hole” time. Although this can actually save a
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lot of time and cost during drilling and workover, they are
usually solved at the expense of increasing the
expectation over the crew efficiency and the of the rig
equipment availability. This simply does not solve all the
problems since the drilling contractor does not have
enough incentive for reducing the non-productive time.
In other instances, “non-productive-time” has been
defined as “unscheduled events” or “unplanned events”.
These definitions do not account for how efficient the
drilling process is. That is why, it is more clever to focus in
the improvement of the productive time, which may
contribute more on the well’s economy.
A well’s mechanical performance can be measured by
examining different factors
-

Mechanical completion of the well, on geological
target, on time and cost target.

-

Average and instantaneous rate of penetration

-

Hole conditions (pressure control, integrity, fluid
control)

-

Frequency of bit trips and round trip time

-

Total drilling time and completion time vs. total
number of days in location

-

Time and cost benchmarking with offset wells

Factors affecting “productive time” of drilling performance:
-

Bit design and selection (depth of cut, insert array)

-

Rig operating parameters (weight on bit, rotation
speed, pump pressure)

-

Mud properties (pressure control, solid transport,
lubrication)

-

Bottom hole assembly design for proper vibration,
stability, drag and torque control

-

Knowledge on fracture gradient, pore pressure
profiles and grain size distribution

On the other hand, dynamic behavior of the drill bit is a
critical factor in drilling efficiency. It affects rate of
penetration, hole conditions and the frequency of bit trips.
Improved understanding of this behavior can result in
significant performance improvements in all of these
areas.

4. Real time decision making while drilling
Our objective is to propose a real time optimal control
strategy able to identify, diagnose and predict drilling
events in real time so that proper decisions related to (a)
operational drilling performance, (b) initial well completion
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design, (c) well productivity and (d) optimal value creation,
are combined and orchestrated in a smart fashion.
4.1 Real time drilling and completion modeling
aspects
The real time drilling modeling strategy is able to simulate
the drilling environment and reservoir conditions in order
to dynamically improve drilling performance, detect
abnormal situations, re-design the well architecture
(casing setting, number of branches, length of horizontal
section, navigation, etc), well completion (perforations,
packing, stimulation, monitoring and artificial lift) and well
dynamics (deliverability, production profiles, hydrocarbon
recovery, etc).
4.1.1 Operational drilling performance
Automatic drillers have been around for almost two
decade. Boyadjieff (2003) posed the following questions:
-

What is required to optimize drilling parameters?
How can control improve field performance results?

Drilling performance can be predicted using simple inputoutput modeling such as linear time series considering
past information of input and output values. Noble (2003)
has developed a mathematical algorithm that optimizes
the rate of penetration by giving the driller a target
optimum weight on bit for a given downhole environment.
Surface parameter measurements such as hook load,
torque, pump pressure and block position are used to
perform a continuous drill off and calculate a target WOB.
The computer program performs the calculation and
displays the target on a drill floor monitor for the driller to
follow.
An expert system by Mansure et al., 1999 was
developed to automatically detect and diagnose several
important circulation system problems in geothermal
drilling. The system is used for detecting, characterizing,
and quantifying lost circulation, fluid influx, gas/steam
kicks, loss of mud pump efficiency, washouts, plugged
nozzles, and sensor problems. Data from the outflow
meter, pump-stroke counter, inflow meter, pit volume
indicator, standpipe pressure sensor, and other sensors
are processed by a Kalman filter and examined for
deviations from expected patterns. The deviations are
transformed into evidence for a Bayesian Network, which
estimates the probability of each fault. The results are
displayed by a Graphical User Interface, which also allows
the user to see data related to a specific fault. A prototype
has been field-tested and has successfully detected and
diagnosed a variety of faults.
4.1.2 Abnormal situation detection and management
The objective of abnormal situation diagnosis or event
detection is to pinpoint and correct problems that occur in
the drilling process (Finch et al., 1991). The objective of
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real-time abnormal situation diagnosis is to perform these
tasks within a time frame that allows continued, safe
operation of the system.

are typically of the form:

Economic incentives for real-time abnormal situation
management include well quality, rig equipment
protection,
non-productive
time
reduction
and
environmental protection. The time frame for real-time
abnormal situation management can vary dramatically
depending on the system being diagnosed. For many
drilling operations, this time frame may be one second or
more. For some other rigsite processes, the time may be
several minutes or hours.

A crucial aspect of real-time abnormal situation
diagnosis is the ability to handle uncertainty. Abnormal
situation diagnosis always involves uncertainty because
events typically cannot be observed directly and must be
deduced from indirect measurements. Allowing “unknown”
as a logical status is one way to expresses uncertainty.

Automated computer systems have many advantages
for real-time abnormal situation detection. Automated
systems are capable of continuously monitoring more
variables with greater accuracy and faster response time
than human beings. To fully realize the advantages,
however, an automated diagnosis system must be able to:
1. Access real-time data,
2. Intelligently interpret data,
3. Communicate with human decision makers, and
4. Initiate corrective actions.
Items 1 and 4 can usually be accomplished by
integrating the diagnosis system with existing automation
systems. Data are usually available from a real-time
database that serves as a repository for data collected
from remote sensors. Corrective actions can usually be
initiated by accessing the same supervisory control
systems used by human operators. This integration can
be accomplished by existing network technologies. Items
2 and 3 are the key features that need to be addressed by
advanced software development environments.
There has been an increasing interest in the use of
“artificial intelligence” or data driven identification models,
used for clustering, fuzzy clustering or multilinear
regression. For example, neural networks may be
considered for non-supervised clustering of information or
supervised training of abnormal situation operations.
Neural networks can represent arbitrary, multivariable
functions to any degree of accuracy, for use in functional
approximation and in classification. This might make any
preprocessing of data seem superfluous. However, in
practice, there are various problems associated with
selecting the best network architecture, and with training.
People have commonly found it necessary to "help" the
network by carefully choosing their feature set, and doing
some preprocessing to better extract the features they are
really looking for.
Rule-based expert system shells provide a convenient
mechanism for representing conditional knowledge. Rules

IF <a set of conditions> THEN <a set of conclusions>

Ultimately, we could use the knowledge acquired in the
identification stage to produce some intelligent decisions
about the equipment operating points, i.e., the use
optimization
algorithm
to
calculate
“drill-ahead”
parameters that mitigate problems.
There exists available public literature about the
development of a computer automated trend recognition
system (Noble, 2003).
4.1.3 Well architecture (casing, location, branches,
length of horizontal section, navigation, etc)
Proper real-time re-characterization of the earth model
while drilling is possible with suitable data capture of
formation measurement such as: seismic, resistivity at the
bit, resistivity beyond the bit, reservoir permeability and
formation pressure.
For a vertical well, the initial pseudosteady state flow
performance will depend on those parameters
encountered at the drilling conditions:

q

kh( p  pwf )
141.2 BP[ln(0.472re / rw )  s]

........................................ (1)

where q is oil flow rate in STB/d, k is permeability in md, h
is formation thickness in ft, p is the reservoir static
pressure, pwf is the well flowing pressure, B is the
formation volume factor, re is the drainage radius in ft, rw is
the wellbore radius in ft, and s is the skin factor,
dimensionless.
Reservoir permeability, reservoir pressure and
formation thickness are uncertain prior to the drilling of the
well. It is only after the well has been drilled and the
proper logs ran that the actual flow can be estimated.
Despite this new acquired knowledge, Eq. 1 will not
predict actual well rates because of the unknowns
involved in the interaction with the vertical lift system.
For a horizontal well, the flow performance is given by:
q
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where q is oil flow rate in STB/d, kH is the horizontal
permeability in md, kV is the vertical permeability in md, reH
is the equivalent drainage radius in ft, L is the length of the
well, Iani is the anisotropy index and a is the ellipsoid long
half axis. The other variables are as in Eq. 1.
For a given field development, the information acquired
while drilling may be crucial for changing the well’s
architecture in real time. Depending on the anisotropy
index, one may chose to select an appropriate well length
or not drill the horizontal well at all if a vertical pilot hole
has been drilled. On the other hand additional multilateral
branches may also become appropriate to enhance the
well’s economy.
4.1.4 Initial well completion design (perforations,
packing, and stimulation)
The assessed values at the time of drilling have an
immediate impact in the selection of the well completion
(perforation density, acid treatment and fracturing needs,
gravel packing, tubing diameter, artificial lift design, etc).
From Eq. 1, one can see that given the formation pay,
damage characteristics and fluid deliverability conditions
we can redesign the completion in real time.
Assessing well damage: Hawkins formula establishes
a relationship between formation permeability, k, the
impaired zone radius, rs, and damage permeability ks. Only
rw is known with certainty.

§k
· r
s ¨  1¸ ln s ...........................................................(5)
© ks
¹ rw
To solve Eq. 5, given some initial values for k and s
from an available well test interpretation, one should
continuously iterate between ks and rs. Other techniques
exist for the rigorous estimation of the radius of the fluid
invasion and impaired permeability. The result should
definitely help to understand and design the damage
removal strategy.
Total damage: Initial values for s from an available
WellTest interpretation by embrace several wellbore
effects related to wellbore’s chemical and geometric
interaction with the formation:

s

sd  sc T  s p  ¦ s pseudo .......................................(6)

where sd is the damage due to drill-mud formation
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impairment, sF  is the one caused by partial penetration
and slant effects, sp is the one caused by perforations.
Understanding each one of these effects while drilling
should also understand and design the damage removal
strategy.
Sand Control: Many of the world’s oil and gas wells
produce from unconsolidated sandstones that produce
formation sand with reservoir fluids. Problems that are
associated with sand production include: plugging of
perforation tunnels, sanding up of the production interval,
accumulation in surface separators, and potential failure of
downhole and surface equipment from erosion.
These problems can pose serious economic and safety
risks on an operation. These wells require specialized
sand control completion practices to allow hydrocarbons
to be produced without formation sand. While it is
important to effectively prevent sand production, it is
equally important to do so in a way that does not hinder a
wells’ productivity.
Some of the most popular techniques for sand
exclusion include gravel packing, resin consolidation,
slotted or pre-drilled liners and screens. Techniques for
sand deconsolidation control include flux reduction,
horizontal wells and high-permeability fracturing, all of
those based on the reduction of the reservoir drawdown.
4.1.5 Well productivity (monitoring and artificial lift)
Well productivity will depend on how many volume units
can be withdrawn with the minimum amount of effort, i.e.
drawdown pressure difference in equation 1. Assuming
that there have been solved all reservoir impairment
problems (i.e. damage, perforations, and sand control),
and then the next step is to convey these fluids to the
surface in the most efficient manner, i.e. minimum
bottomhole flowing pressure and minimum cost.
4.1.6 Optimal value creation (deliverability, production
profiles, hydrocarbon recovery, etc)
By combining the well deliverability equation and the
necessary operating expenses, one could easily envision
the net present value of a well that is being drilled can
actually be assessed in real time:

NPV

N

q k , h, p, s u 'tn u pn$  Cn q, s

n 1

1 i

¦

........................ (7)

n

.
'tn , pn$ , Cn q, s are the time period in days, the selling

price and the operating costs, respectively based on
current field deliverability conditions and well damage.
Given the formation pay, damage characteristics and
fluid deliverability conditions we can update the reservoir
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model or near wellbore area model, redesign the
completion in real time, calculate the ultimate recovery
and study the production profiles in real time.
The NPV value calculated with Eq. 7 needs to be
adjusted with proper decline models, which ultimately
affect the future returns in the equation.
4.1.7 Real-time Hydraulic Fracturing Job Monitoring
There is perhaps no other well intervention operation
where real time data gathering and monitoring is as critical
as that of Hydraulic Fracturing. Not only the success or
failure of the treatment depends on real time data
monitoring, but the integrity of the well as well as the
safety of the personnel and equipment on location.
To initiate a hydraulic fracture in the formation there
are two basic requirements:
(a) Pump a fluid at a rate that exceeds the reservoir leak
off rate, and
(b) Pump the fluid at a pressure that exceeds the
fracturing pressure of the formation.
A successful hydraulic fracture treatment however,
requires that a conductive fracture of a given length and
width is left behind once the pumping is seized.
Performing a hydraulic fracture is a very complex
operation. The fracturing fluid is either batched mixed in
holding tanks, or mixed on the fly (modern equipment)
according to very precise recipe. Chemicals are added to
kill bacteria in the water, reduce friction, control leak off,
give it the ability to carry large amounts of propant, and
once the job is completed, to break down the fracturing
fluid and leave behind a clean and conductive fracture. All
surface operations are precisely measured and monitored
from the control van. The most important of these are the
rate and pressure. Figure 9. below shows a typical
pressure response during a minifrac.
The pressure response, which is currently measured at
the wellhead, is the only way of interpreting of what is
happening in the reservoir. Measured pressure includes
pressure due to friction in the tubulars and pressure due to
friction at the perforations. These two pressures are
estimated and subtracted to give the pressure in the
reservoir. As pressure is the only indication of what is
happening in the reservoir, and it is the only guide as to
how to adjust the fracturing fluid recipe to control leak off,
propagate or arrest the length of pressure growth, inflate it
and pack it with propant, it becomes very critical. The
ability to measure this closer to the reservoir would
improve the execution of fracturing treatments.
One other tool, which is occasionally used to interpret
the dimensions and direction of the hydraulic fracture, is
tilt meters. Tilt meters are placed in offset wells and on
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the surface far from the well. As the hydraulic fracture
treatment is performed, they measure the effect of the
fracture to the reservoir by measuring the minute changes
in “tilt” and elevation on the surface above the reservoir.
These measurements are processed and interpreted to
create a 3-D diagram of the fracture. Real time monitoring
and interpretation could improve in the execution of a
successful hydraulic fracture treatment.
4.1.8 Real-time Team Effort
Technology benefits described in this paper will be only
obtainable under efficient team integration efforts such as
the ones described in Maliverno et al., 2002, Branch et al.,
2001 and Zin Che Lah et al., 2000.
In many cases, especially in complex well jobs, it is
necessary to draw upon all available expertise not only in
the planning stage but also during the drilling itself. This
can be a key capability for geosteering, especially in
remote locations or when staffing is constrained.
It is often necessary to set up a reliable broadband link
between offsite facilities where most of the operator
multidisciplinary geoscience and engineering team of
experts are located with the rig site control room where
drilling contractors and service company engineers are
performing the operational job.
Both parties should have access to the same amount
and quality of data (logging data, directional well
trajectories, operational parameters, etc.). Drilling data
can also be displayed and downloaded for further analysis
in real time and 24 hour coverage to ensure continuous
monitoring of the progress, detect abnormal events,
characterize and correct lithology model, adjust well
trajectory and submit steering or operational guidelines.
The e-drill service center (Varco, 2003) provides quick
response, real-time monitoring and remote diagnostics of
Rig Automation and Control systems by experts in order to
achieve maximum rig performance.
4.2 Integrated Real Time Optimal Control Strategy
Monitoring and controlling the drilling system, as in any
other process plant, requires different time-scale
hierarchy, as explained in Section 2.4.1.
Figure 10 presents an integrated real-time decision
driven optimal control strategy that incorporates all the
elements for an efficient drilling process tied to earth
model:
- At the lower level we have data acquisition of key
variables grouped in two, rig surface sensors and
downhole measurement and logging while drilling.
- At the control level, basic control function and machine
interfaces are implemented. This level is autonomous
since it can operate only with data provide from the
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lower level, but it receives updating commands for new
set points and new variables constraints.
- The monitoring level is a pre-processing and calculation
of variables previously obtained. This level itself is also
self-sufficient to make important decision about drilling
operations, for example, modifying tripping time in order
to avoid swabbing the well. Rig data and trends are
visualized in order to predict future performance.
- In the control and diagnosis level, proper abnormal
situation management is addressed to create necessary
actions to avoid them, and instruct the lower levels for
such actions. At this level also, formation related
information is used to update the reservoir geological
model, well productivity and deliverability expectations.
- In the optimization layer well architecture design and
well completion needs are optimized based on lower
levels on information and the optimization of an
economic model. Also, proper decisions are made in
order to optimize overall drilling efficiency by reviewing
the parameters for wellbore hydraulics, rate of
penetration, fluid properties, etc.
- The upper management level is the highest level of
hierarchy and reflects the bottom line objectives of the
business: maximum well economic value, minimum
safety health and environment impacts, 100%
volumetric success rate, and minimum non productive
time.
4.2.1 Hydraulic Management Example
We present in Figure 11 real-time multilevel
management approach (modified after Vivas et al., 2002).
This is the industrial automation standard pyramid used in
process control but modified for the drilling environment.
-

The lower level automation in the pyramid is the basic
instrumentation, which is done at the process level,
usually is at a high-frequency rate (time-scale is usually
seconds or milliseconds). At this level we may also find
some secondary calculated or inferred measurements
such as flow rates and circulation losses.

-

Flowing information upwards we find the “monitoring”
or “supervisory” layer. At this layer, further complex
calculations are done to estimate wellbore integrity,
fracture gradient, pore pressure, swab and surge, and
equivalent circulating density.

-

The next level is “control and diagnosis”, where some
decisions are made towards equivalent circulating
density management, circulation losses, inflow kicks,
pipeline breaks and wellbore cleaning. This level is also
called “model predictive control”, usually close-loop. It
is based on the open loop identification and optimum
control to search the minimum cost path to reach the
next desired state.
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-

At the real-time optimization level, certain techniques
and applications are used to search an optimum
solution to determine the best operating point that
maximizes value subject to some restrictions.
Currently, it is usually a one-time process or an off-line
process. We optimize fluid properties and fluid
hydraulics for optimizing drilling time.

-

The upper level of the pyramid shall exhibit a high
hierarchy dynamic goal, in this case, reduction of nonproductive time based on proper real-time hydraulics
management.

4.2.2 Integrated productivity
intervention decision making

analysis

for

well

We present in Figure 12 integrated productivity
analyses for well intervention decision making. The
integration is based on the proper orchestration of integral
reservoir analysis, well and nodal analysis, well and
drainage area analysis, economic analysis, execution and
monitoring.

5. Applications and case histories
In this section we discuss several field cases for the use of
real time data collection for decision making processes.
5.1 Predictive control of drilling dynamics
Real-time monitoring of BHA and drill bit dynamic behavior
is a critical factor in improving drilling efficiency. It allows
the driller to avoid detrimental drill string vibrations and
maintain optimum drilling conditions through periodic
adjustments to various surface control parameters (such
as hook load, RPM, flow rate and mud properties).
However, selection of the correct control parameters is
not a trivial task. A few iterations in parameter modification
may be required before the desired effect is achieved and,
even then, the result may not be optimal. For this reason,
the development of efficient methods to predict the
dynamic behavior of the BHA, and methods to select the
appropriate control parameters, is important for drilling
optimization.
Dashevskiy et al., 1991 use neural networks to model
the dynamic behavior of the non-linear, multi- input/output
drilling system. Such a model, along with an optimizing
controller, provides the driller with a quantified
recommendation on the appropriate corrective action(s)
required to bring the system to an optimal drilling
condition. Development of the neural network model used
drilling dynamics data from a field test. This field test
involved various drilling scenarios in different lithology
units. The training and fine-tuning of the basic model
utilized both surface and downhole dynamics data
recorded in real-time while drilling. Measurement of the
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dynamic state of the BHA was achieved using data from
downhole vibration sensors. This information, which
represents the effects of modifying the surface control
parameters, was recorded in the memory of the downhole
tool. Representative portions of this test data set, along
with the corresponding set of input-output control
parameters, were used in developing and training the
model.
Discussion:
-

Good agreement between the dynamic behavior of
the BHA predicted by the NN model and the actual
measured BHA response.

-

The test established criteria for selecting input-output
parameters and for selecting representative data sets
for building and training the model.

-

This analysis has demonstrated an approach to
simulation and prediction of the dynamic behavior of
the complex multi-parameter drilling system.

-

This method could become a powerful alternative to
traditional analytic or direct numerical modeling and its
utilization could be extended beyond drilling dynamics
to the field of drilling control and optimization.

5.2 Real time
monitoring

well

planning

and

construction

There have been many reported case histories of realtime remote collaboration, monitoring and control of
drilling operations (Maliverno et al., 2002, Branch et al.,
2001, Zin Che Lah et al., 2000)
The objective of the real-time well planning and
construction project reported by Branch et al., 2001 was to
monitor horizontal well drilling and make geoscience and
drilling engineering decisions to optimize well placement
and well construction both in real time and for subsequent
wells (Figure 13). The expected functionality of real-time
monitoring included:
- To provide a common earth model visualization and/or
interpretation capabilities at the office and rig.
- Provide the means to communicate complex ideas
across the network to different sites
- Provide immediate feedback to the directional drilling
engineers and influence bit steering / drilling
optimization (Figure 14).
- To use the results from prior drilling to re-interpret earth
model and impact future well design
Branch et al., 2001 tested direct and automatic loading
of survey information (inclination and azimuth) with
gamma ray and resistivity while drilling into the geological
model database. This permitted the viewing of the well
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trajectory and lithology logs on the seismic profile, and the
ultimate broadcast of the data across the company’s
intranet.
5.3 Well construction risk management for structural,
sedimentology and petrophysical uncertainties.
Malinverno et al., 2002 described a field case for
successful drilling of horizontal wells in thin oil columns.
They constructed a 3D earth model of the overburden and
target reservoir zone on the basis of periling data and
updated this model in real time on the basis of LWD. The
strategy permitted them to check and update the planned
drilling trajectory continuously with real time acquired data.
They have quantified the uncertainty in the layer
thickness of the “best-estimate” prognosed earth model
with the uncertainties in the depth of the markers
observed in offset wells. Then they drilled a pilot hole and
transmitted to a prototype application across the network.
Predicted log response was compared to real-time
measured logs, however manual interpretation was
required to update the marker locations as the well was
drilled.
Zin Che Lah et al., 2000, demonstrates how the use of
real time data while drilling technology optimized
production and drainage efficiency through the successful
drilling of several horizontal wells within complex
objectives, increasing the value of a marginal economics
field.
- A 40 ft oil column is overlain by a large gas cap and has
a moderately active aquifer. Exploration wells analyses
confirm that gas coning will result in rapidly decreasing
oil production and that a conventional field development
would exhibit marginal economics. Multilateral horizontal
well architecture was planned to drain the reservoir in
order to improve field economics.
- Reservoir simulation defined the optimal horizontal well
placement as 6 ft above the OWC, within a ±2 ft
tolerance of TVD. Industry survey error models clearly
show that this tight geometric control is not achievable
using MWD survey data alone and additional techniques
are required to control the geometric TVD error.
- An empirical model was developed from offset well data,
allowing LWD data to be used to position the wellbore
within the oil column. The TVD could then be
determined in real time and the well trajectory refined.
- By aid of real time data while drilling technology and the
use of a formation model, three laterals of one of the
horizontal wells were drilled within ±0.5 ft TVD tolerance
and production tests proved the validity of the model.
- The preparation and use of the geological model, as
well as the challenges of landing and drilling the
horizontal section, were addressed, with particular
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emphasis on survey error management and steering
decision-making.
Discussion
The case histories clearly have significant relevance in
field development planning, well construction and
reservoir simulation studies:
- Initiatives of real time data collection while drilling have
been shown to improve field economics.
- Well construction and trajectory can be met on target
despite current MWD and directional drilling limitations.
When tight geometric control is not achievable using
MWD survey data alone, additional real time techniques
are required to control the geometric TVD error.
- To aid the interpretation while drilling and ensure correct
positioning of the wellbore, several numerical models
had to be built. One formation model was built in order
to calculate expected log responses through the
formation. A second one was built to calculate the
responses due to the fluid column responses.
5.4 Synthetic log response for geometric control
Every project has its own justification for building a
synthetic log response model (Zin Che Lah et al., 2000).
In general the objectives for geometric control may
include:
- To provide synthetic log response as an aid to identify
certain markers during the landing of the well, as well as
for the drilling of the horizontal section.
- To be able to distinguish fluid from lithology effects on
the logs.
- To identify the changes in log character as the wellbore
travels through reservoir sands and thereby recognizes
the geological position of the wellbore in real-time.
- To identify the log characteristics as the wellbore
approaches certain sedimentary streaks (i.e. dolomitic
tight streaks in the lower part of a sequence) and then
capture this scenario in real time.
- To interpret the final log to obtain a revised geological
section with updated formation dip, layer thickness, rock
quality and distribution.
- To understand the effects of relative angles between the
sensors and the formation boundary and log response.
- To identify and understand the effects of reservoir
anisotropy, which are often, encountered in high angle
wells, in order not to misinterpret the resistivity curves.
Once identified this effects can be remodeled while
drilling.
Previous to the drilling of a deviated branch, the
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synthetic log response may be calibrated with pilot hole
data collection. From a pilot hole lithology model one can
construct a very good layer columns model, where the
next step is to run a synthetic log response of a tool
navigating through those layers. This technique has
become fairly standard for geosteering applications and it
accounts for the variation of the tool response depending
on the relative angle between the sensors and the
formation boundary.
For each pair of data of the modeled layer column
(vertical depth and relative angle) a modeled log response
can be assigned and created to any well trajectory,
described as a series of vertical depth and deviation
angles. A change in the formation dip alters both the TVD
depth within the set of resistivity and the angle between
the logging tool and the layer boundary.

6. Next Generation Drilling Process
We present a vision for the next generation drilling
process in Figure 15. By combining control theory and
continuous oilfield optimization described before in this
paper. One can visualize what could happen for example
with the daily report, which would only be a “report by
exemption” report, and where the drilling engineer will be
able to visualize a 24 hrs picture of the daily operations
instead of the traditional two pictures taken at 6:00 a.m.
and 1:00 p.m.
6.1 Novel reservoir drainage architectures
There have been many visionary proposals about novel
reservoir drainage architectures. The most recent one that
has been almost fully massified is multilateral well
technology. The next step challenges will be to guarantee
better wellbore and junction stability, better well
accessibility for minimum cost without production
sacrificing, downhole separation and minimum footprint.
6.1.1 Multibranched segmented wells
The completion along the production or injection
interval should be segmented. Each segment is
instrumented to indicate the produced liquid volume from
the segment and to detect water production. Hydraulically
or electrically powered controls enable production from or
injection into the segment to be shut off at any time.
Figure 16 shows branch completion features that
provide sufficient reservoir management flexibility.
With sufficient pressure maintenance, the need for
artificial lift is minimized or eliminated. Flow from the
branches into a common mother bore can be commingled,
and a downhole oil-water separator can remove water
from the production stream. Produced water could then be
pumped back into the same formation in a strategic
location.
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6.2 Well completions of the future
Completions will have the same purpose, however they
will be capable of delivering the fuel of choice (gas or
liquid), or the form of energy of choice (i.e. molecules or
electrons).
Some of the aspects on why real-time decision making
will play an important role in the well completions of the
future, is because they will try to address the following
uncertainties:
x Simple vs. complex completions
x Fixed completion vs. self adjustable
x Disposable vs. reusable
x Super completions vs. “fit-for-purposes”
x Rig, coiled tubing, wireline or Robotized?
x Easy vs. extreme environment
x Single well reservoir management
x One-trip completions…

efficiency of the well design.
x

A model for calculating the project real-time NPV
including the information obtained while drilling was
presented. This is a crucial task for selecting new well
branches, optimum completion configurations, and
designing the reservoir stimulation strategy.

x

Drilling operation is one-of-a-kind process that can be
mapped in the industrial field operations hierarchy.
Organizing the drilling operation in a hierarchical way
permits optimization of the overall system in a
systematic multiplayer/multiscale fashion, which may
lead to results that are superior to the aggregate of
optimal solutions developed for individual unstructured
elements of the system.

x

Real-time data update of the geologic model becomes
more efficient whenever a previously generated
lithological model exists. This permits rapid generation
of synthetic log responses, which then, can be
“looked-up” while drilling, reducing the interpretation
time and affording proper trajectory adjustments while
drilling.

x

Well completions of the future will require more
demanding real-time data assimilation strategies,
such as those that may actually learn from ongoing
experience and thus self-adjust their actions.

6.3 Single-well reservoir management
A multibranch well provides an underground gathering
system. When the design includes downhole separation
that provides for the production at the surface of desired
fluids with reinjection of unwanted ones, the well
incorporates an underground production facility.
To achieve these sorts of objectives, the entire system
of branches, completions, manifolds, separators, etc.,
must be in place and operational before the well can begin
to produce (Figure 17). The design considerations that
would enable this result rely on a modular approach to the
problem and provision for contingencies for uncertainties
in the reservoir description and in the reliability of the
underground system. Ehlig-Economides et al., 2000
outlines the issues that must be considered and provides
a framework for the well design process.
Conclusions
x

Real-time decision-making has traditionally played a
fundamental role in well construction and
maintenance. Although improvising at the rig site has
been the mainstay of the past, the results were not
always optimum. This paper lays out an optimal
decision-making control strategy that considers the
interconnection of reservoir prediction model and realtime data acquisition.

x

Poor prediction of project performance is largely due
to the lack of opportune information on geological
features. This is one of the main reasons for
integrating logging while drilling and drilling dynamics
into a common 3D earth model space.

x

Real-time integration can improve MWD/LDW
resolution capabilities, reduce occurrence of major
drilling dysfunctions, and improve the overall
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Nomenclature
BHA
= Bottomhole assembly
BOP
= Blowout preventer
ECD
= Equivalent circulation density
EMW
= Equivalent mud weight
H
= Hook Load, [lbs]
Ho
= Average Hook Load, [lbs]
LWD
= Logging while drilling
NPV
= Net present value
MWD
= Measurement while drilling
OWC
= Oil Water Contact
SCADA = Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
RKB
= Rig floor Kelly bushing elevation
ROP
= Drilling rate of penetration
rpm
= Revolutions per minute
TD
= Total depth
TVD
= True Vertical Depth
W
= Vertical Force, [lbs]
Wo
= Force on Bit, [lbs]
WOB
= Weight on bit
:
= Downhole total angular velocity, [RPM]
:o
= Surface angular velocity, [RPM]
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Tables
Table 1 - Drilling and completion data collection processes, frequency, justification and benefits
Process Category
Drilling and
Completion Daily
Report

Data Collected

Sampling Frequency

At least twice a day; lately is
Operation and management
moving to second-toreports. 24 hrs and lithology
second. 100% whenever the
logging logs.
rig is on site

Justification

Benefits

Traditional working tool for
reporting 24x7 information
related to overall well status

Archive all well related data
for offsite and onsite
analyses.

Formation Logs
(Mud Logging
LWD)

Gamma Ray, Sonic,
Caliper, Resistivity.

At least one measurement
per foot; while drilling in the
reservoir zone

Create an image of the
wellbore configuration
through formation real log.

Formation quality change
detection, tectonic fault
change

Downhole data
(Mud Logging WD)

Inclination, azimuth, tool
face angle, pressure,
battery life, temperature,
gas volume units, downhole
torque, lithology.

1 measure between 1-50ft.
100% under special drilling
operations (directional,
downhole motor)

Continuous data recording
and transmission of
downhole data for supporting
special operations.

Downhole motor and MWD
equipment protection;
asses wellbore quality,
evaluate formations, etc

Rig floor surface
data

Hook load, rotation per
minute, pump flow and
strokes per minute, stand
pipe pressure, torque.

24x7 collections of rig floor
At least one per second.
data for identifying sequence
100% whenever the rig is on
of events in the description of
site
abnormal situations

Drilling parameter
optimization, non
productive time reduction,
personnel training, etc

Cementing,
Acidizing &
Fracturing Jobs

Injected acid & propant
volume, slurry density,
pump pressure, flow
pressure

At least one per second.
100% while cementing,
acidizing or fracturing
operations

Operation support while
cementing, acidizing or
fracturing, permitting efficient
interaction with downhole
wellbore behavior

Better acidizing or
fracturing jobs. Better
casing, equipment and
people protection

Well architecture
and completion
design

Cement, survey, casing and
tubing data, operational
parameters, perforation,
artificial lift, multilateral
branches, related data.

Depends on the application
for redesigning the well
plan.

Use of real time collected
data for updating reservoir
description and well
architecture design and well
completion requirements.

Drilling performance
improvement. Path
correction. Plan update.
Improved economics of the
well.

Internet, video
conference and
discussion forums

Image, sound, text, any
format files and network
serviced applications.

Depending on available
bandwidth. Dedicated 64256 Kbps channel desired.
On demand, several times a
day. 100% whenever the rig
is on site

Rig site and office direct live
contact. Interchange of data,
information and knowledge
about non-technical issues:
benchmarking, best
practices, manuals.

Drilling performance
improvement. Path
correction. Plan update.
Solve operation concerns
in real time. Promote new
ideas.

Table 2 - Rig floor real time data acquisition variables
Variable Name
Total mud volume
Mud pit level
Wellbore mud volume
Mud temperature (in/out)
Mud weight (in/out)
Mud pump pressure
Gas detection
Mud gain / losses
Mud circulation rate
Mud pump motor rotations per minute
Mud pump strokes per minute
On-bottom to surface travel time
Complete cycle circulating time
Drill string upward hook load
Drill string downward hook load

Variable Name
Rotary Table / Top Drive Rotation Speed
Rotary Table / Top Drive Rotations Angle
Rotary Table / Top Drive Torque
Weight on Bit
Weight on drill string
Trip velocity
Penetration Rate
Well azimuth and inclination angle
Brake system water pressure
Pump voltage
Motor voltage
Power Generator Frequency
Power Generator Current
Motor Current
Stand Pipe Pressure

Variable Name
Generator On/Off status
Pump On/Off status
Motor On/Off status
Transformer On/Off status
Generator (active/reactive) consumed power
SCR Control, On/Off status
SCR Temperature
Motor Temperature
Pump Temperature
Blow-out prevention pressure
Superior RAM pipe pressure
Inferior RAM pipe pressure
Blind pressure
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Figure 1. Sequential Processes in the Life of a Petroleum Reservoir and Decision Junctures
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Only 15% of the wells lied in ±12.5% range

Figure 2. Well construction volumetric success statistics from 750 worldwide samples. (Saputelli, 1999)
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Figure 3 – Volumetric success deviation causes grouped by individual jobs and by class type.
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Figure 4 – Rotary Drilling Process Overview
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Figure 5 – Process Control Diagram Feedback path signals
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Figure 6 - Ideal cycle of optimization of the hydrocarbon producing system.
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Figure 7 – (a) Oilfield Field Operations Hierarchy and (b) Drilling Operations Hierarchy
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Figure 8 – Rig floor process interaction close-loops hoist, pump, rotary control and earth model.
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Figure 9 – Hydraulic Fracturing Characteristic Pressure Response Curve
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Figure 10 - Integrated real-time decision driven optimal control strategy
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Figure 11 – Real-time hydraulics management (automation pyramid) multilevel approach (after Vivas et al., 2002)
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Figure 13 – Collaborative Well Planning and Construction (After Branch et al., 2001)
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Figure 14 – Information Flow for Collaborative Well Planning (After Branch et al., 2001)
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Figure 15 – Next Generation Drilling Process showing close loop interactions. (This work, 2003)
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